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Introduction 

MESSYMESH, the MURA program to calcu
late electromagnetic fields for an Alvarez
type linear accelerating cavity, has been 
revived as an operational program, pre
sently residing on a CDC-6600 computer at 
Fermilab. It has been modified so that one 
may now start the over-relaxation computa
tions from an analytically derived initial 
load, instead of the simple Bessel function 
load which was previously used. The effect 
of this new loading is to significantly 
improve the running time for the program 
and also to allow one to arrive at a truly 
converged solution to the field quantities 
for a given mesh size. These two features 
are of particular interest in calculations 
associated with low-S structures, which 
have previously been quite hard to do with 
MESSYMESH. 

The Analytical Load 

In order to arrive at an initial load 
which more closely represents an actual 
drift tube cavity than the TMOIo-type field 
of a hollow cylindrical cavity previously 
used, the drift tube geometry has been 
approximated as a square step geometry, 
shown in Figure A, where the step dimensions 
have been optimized to best simulate the 
rounded outer corner. 1 General eq~ations 
for the magnetic field and its derivative 
are then written for the three regions 
shown as follows: 

Region I O(r(A, -G/2<Z~G/2 

+ n:_Ll a t rI (t r) cos(2nnZ/L) 
n non 

Region II ASr<SD/2, -H~Z~H 

He ; qoJ l (kr) + QoYl(kr) + 

+ Zl[q II (]J r) + Q Kl (]J r)] cos (2pnZ/L) p; p p p p 

3(rH e )/3r ; qokrJo(kr) + QokrYo(kr) + 

+ Zl]J r[q I (]J r) - Q K (]J r)] cos(2pnZ/L) p; p pop pop 

*Operated by the Universities Research 
Association, Inc., under contract with the 
U.S. Energy Research and Development 
Administration. 

Region III SD/2<r~D/2, -L/2~Z5L/2 

He ; c Fl(kr) + Zl c Gl(s r) cos(2mnZ/L) 
o m= m m 

Co kr F 0 (kr) 

where k ; 2n/A; sm 2 ; (2mn/L)2 - k 2 , )l 2 
(2pn/H)2 - k 2 , t n 2 ; (2nn/G)2 _ k 2 ; p 

Y (kr) 
o 

[Yo(kD/2)/Jo(kD/2)]·~(kr) 

[Yo(kD/2)/Jo(kD/2)].~(kr) 

Go(sm r ) ; Ko(sm r ) -

- [Ko(smD/2)/Io(smD/2)]·Io(smr) 

Gl(sm r ) ; Kl(sm r ) -

- [Ko(smD/2)Io(smD/2)].Il(smr); 

J o 1, Yo l' 10 l' and Ko 1 being the regu
la~ and ~odified Bessel functions. Here 
the c's, q's, Q's, 
to be determined. 
been taken to be 

and a's are coefficients 
The step dimensions have 

A ; SD 
2 

1. RC 
3 

H 
1 

G/2 + 2 RC. 

In order to solve these equations, the sum
mation indices must be terminated at fi
nite values. Taking the values m ; 50, 
n ; p ; 8, one can sufficiently accurately 
determine the resonant frequency. Matching 
the values of He and 3(rHe )/3r at the 
boundaries r ; A and r ; SD/2, one arrives 
at a set of linear, homogeneous equations 
for the coefficients q's and Q's. Solving 
in this region for the resoant frequency 
one can then determine all but one of these 
coefficients. The other coefficients, the 
c's and a's are then linear combinations 
of the q's and Q's, and the one remaining 
unknown coefficient can be determined by 
specifying the voltage across the gap. 

Once the coefficients are known, the 
field at each mesh point can be calculated 
from the above equations and put into 
MESSYMESH as the starting load for the 
over-relaxation calculations. The typical 
improvement in this load can be seen by 
comparing the frequencies determined for a 
particular geometry, as shown in Table T. 
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Results 

The advantages of using this initial 
loading are manifest in both the total cal
culational time needed for convergence, and 
the accuracy of the final solution. MESSY
MESH, starting with the Bessel function 
load, runs until some specified convergence 
criteria are reached. It then stops at a 
solution of some particular frequency. If 
one subsequently reruns the program, 
changing neither the geometry, mesh size, 
nor convergence criteria, but using the pre
viously calculated fields as the loading, 
the calculation continues and a somewhat 
lower frequency is obtained. Subsequent 
reiterations continue to produce progres
sively lower frequencies, with the incre
mental frequency changes becoming steadily 
smaller. Some attempts have been made to 
start from the Bessel function loading and 
reiterate the program until this progres
sion converged, but these attempts have been 
unsuccessful due the amount of physical 
time required. Thus, there always remained 
a question in using MESSYMESH as to how far 
one should go before deciding to stop this 
progress, and relatedly, how far from a 
final answer one was. 

Running MESSYMESH for some given geom
etry, starting from the step loading de
scribed above, the program not only arrives 
at an answer much faster than it does using 
a Bessel function load, but also, the value 
found does not change upon reiteration. 
Thus, one is able to specify any set of 
dimensions, not particularly limited to 
those which are close to geometries 
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FIGURE A 

previously calculated, choose some appro
priately small mesh size, and after one 
short run, have a believable frequency 
and field for that geometry. 

Table II lists progressive calculations 
for both a Bessel function and the step 
loading for two particular geometries -
the first and last cells of the present 
Fermilab linear accelerator. In this and 
subsequent tables, the mesh size and con
vergence criteria were used the same as 
those used in the old MESSYMESH calcula
tions. In all cases, the first run is 
from the load specified and the subsequent 
runs use the results of the previous cal
culation as a starting point. The times 
listed are approximate running times, in 
seconds, on a CDC-6600 computer. The fre
quencies and betas listed at the top of the 
table are values previously found at MURA 
for these cells. Table III compares cal
culated quantities of interest for these 
same two geometries for the final solutions 
from these two leads. Finally, Table IV 
shows, for several cavities constructed 
and measured at MURA, a comparison of the 
MESSYMESH, and those obtained after the 
first run using the step load. 2 
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'['ABLE J 

------------ ~~----~------

MEssn;FS1I 
1132:1.02 

Step 

Frequency 
(HHz) 

244 

200.43~ 

L-____ ~ _______ ~_'c __________ ______ 

of the final resonant determined by 
and the jnitiaJly-laaded es llsing both 

a T:'!,OlO-typc }oadinr; and a slep functlon arj:Jroximat:ion to 
a drift tube loading. 
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MESSYMESH 1132102 
6 "" .0406. f '" 201. 344 ifdlz 
MESH'" .25 ern 

'J'ABLE II 

HESSl}1ESH fl32440 
B '" .5658, f ::: 201.252 MHz 
HESH ::: .50 em 

~----------.-------,-------.----~--------------,------------~ 

Bessel function step Bessel function step 

frequency CPU frequency CPU frequency CPU frequency CPU 
(MHz) (sec) 

(appr·oximate) 

202.333 360 201.194 162 201. 335 833 201. 236 
282 30 201.19S 25 .318 33 201. 232 

.237 20 .305 33 

.193 20 .?92 34 

.151 20 · 282 34 

.J 10 20 · ?"(lj 33 

.0"(1 20 · ~C6 33 

.03}j 20 32 
201.998 20 35 

• ;>U"' eO 201. 35 
.932 20 
.901 20 
.8·{2 20 
.84 11 20 
.817 20 
.79" 20 

201.·{68 20 

A comparison of tile frcquencjcs and runnIng Urnes for successive 
1 terations s~arting from in1 ual TfilolO-t,:n-;t: loads and fro;;J an 
analytically dcrlvl:d fUnction approxi.mation to a drift tube 
for two particular for the Fer"rr,ilab linear accelerator. 

TABJ,E III 

I~ESSYMESY #32102 MESSYMESH #32440 

Bessel Step Bessel Step 

FrequEncy 201. 344 201.194 201. 252 201. 236 
f---- --

T 0.6411 0.61108 0.5543 0.5470 

z'l'T 26.877 27.453 15.212 14.551 
-

PH 540.54 '>38.Q 6949.12 6822.59 

PDT 606.36 58g.32 10691.13 11140.31 

I'T 1146.90 112'( . 79 176 110.25 17962.90 
-----~--'-'-- ------

Q 82431.7 8 11593.2 65603.6 11685·1 

ZS 65.39 66.86 49.50 48.6 11 

I 

465 
44 

I 

A comparison of several calculated quantities of interest for each 
of the two lOeds for two particular geometries for the Fermilab 
linear accelerator: Frequency (MHz). transit timf_', zT2, Power 
dissipated 1n the outer walls, on the drift tube, and total (watts), 
Quality factor, and shunt impedance (ll1egohms/meter). 

TABLE 1'.' 

A comp:1l'j son 0f l:l('a;"ll~', j 2.1"!d 
for ca'liLjpc; ('ol",slru'~i.-ed <::1. 
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